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1Abstract
This paper establishes a coupled human-ecological model where slow-varying migration
is interacting with fast-varying nutrient dynamics in lake ecology. The nonlinearity and
fast-slow dynamics built in the model can generate regime shifts (that is, shifts between
diﬀerent equilibrium states) and slowly-reversible ecological changes. Because ecological
conditions do aﬀect and are aﬀected by uncoordinated individual decisions on migration
and land-use, the policy challenge does not only lie in the optimal use of ecological service
but also in the provision of the right incentives that regulates individual behavior. The
possibility of regime shifts and slowly-reversible changes in this coupled model makes policy
analysis more interesting and technically challenging. Within this framework, this paper
shows that speciﬁcation of relative time scale between the fast and slow dynamic processes
is crucial for the analysis of the system dynamics with/without policy intervention. The
calculated solutions show that speciﬁcation of relative time scale can signiﬁcantly change
the cost, magnitude and length of active intervention in optimal policy. This paper shows
that optimal policy (even when resilience does not enter into optimization problem) will
always increase the resilience of the desirable equilibrium in the coupled system. The extent
of this improvement in resilience depends crucially on the relative time scale. It also shows
that simplifying assumptions on the relative time scale can lead to incorrect predictions for
both the short- and long-run dynamics.
Keywords: time scale/fast-slow dynamics, human-environment interaction, natural amenity,
resilience, dynamic optimization, non-convex dynamics
21 Introduction
Recent integration of ecological and economic models (Arrow et al [2], [3], [16], Levin
et al [17], [31] ,Carpenter et al [8] and Irwin, Jay and Chen [26] and references therein)
has extended traditional resource management literature (like Cropper and Oates [13] and
Hahn [22] and references therein) and sustainable economic growth literature (like Brock
and Taylor [5] and references therein) by using ecological models based on ecological ﬁeld
experiments. Because the ecological system can have multiple stable states as shown in
Carpenter et al [8], it is still unknown how policy should react to the existence of this multi-
stability. In other words, the ecological system may resides in diﬀerent states depending on
the level of pollutants people put into the system. Take the lake ecological system as an
example, according to Carpenter et al [8], when the nutrient loadings is low, water quality
will remain in good state. However, when nutrient loadings are high, lake system will suﬀer
from algae blooms, ﬁsh kills and low water quality and remain in this state. The existence
of these possible multiple-states imposes both theoretical and technical challenge for policy
makers. This is a particularly interesting and important question in the management of
coupled human-ecological system, because the trade-oﬀ between economic development and
environmental protection now has to be considered in the context of possible changes in
the ﬁnal state of the system. However, before we can fully address this issue, this paper
argues for a careful speciﬁcation of the relative time-scales at which economic and ecological
processes are taking place. This is not only because divergent time-scale is a common
phenomenon in reality but also because it is of crucial importance to our understanding of
system dynamics and optimal policy.
Divergence in time-scale (or slow-fast dynamics) is a common phenomenon in reality
and has been studied in ecology, physics and sociology (Ludwig et al. [32], Chave and Levin
[9] and references therein). In economic theory, its importance is also acknowledged in the
literature of habit formation [11] and sticky prices [6] where habit and price is assumed to
change slower than other variables in the model. Its presence in coupled human-ecological
systems is also evident. On the global level, the interaction between human activities and
global warming is a good example. While global warming is a very slow process aﬀected
by relatively faster changing human activities, its impact on human economic activities can
be imminent and large. Figure 1 vividly illustrates the cross-scale interactions between
human activities and water quality. While land conversion on a particular parcel will
typically complete within a year, its impact will accumulate at the neighborhood level
and result in land/habitat fragmentation. The consequent changes in nutrient run-oﬀs
and habitat changes will then aﬀect the water quality on a larger spatial and temporal
scale. Because the lake ecological system can dissolve some nutrient loadings and adapt
to some changes in habitat through either physical process (sedimentation and outﬂow) or
ecological process (adjustment of the species in the water system), the above-mentioned
human impacts may not be evident most of the time. However, as pollution gradually
accumulates, dramatic/catastrophic changes in water quality can occur in a short period
of 1-2 years, like algae blooms and ﬁsh kills. This may then aﬀect population migration
and regional growth at even larger spatial and temporal scales. The Cuyahoga River ﬁre
(1969) in Cleveland was a result of long-time pollution and has deﬁnitely aﬀected people’s
migration decisions in the following decades. Finally, this population changes on the regional
scale is one major driving force behind the land conversion process on the parcel scale.
The impact of divergent time-scale on coupled human-ecological system is fundamental.
As noted by Levin [31]: “dynamics on faster time scales, ..., are shaped by slow dynamics on
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larger times scales, which in turn arise from the aggregate of dynamics on faster and smaller
scales.” Moreover, divergent time-scale also “holds the key to resilience and potential
domain shifts. ... their importance is fundamental to management” (Arrow et al. [2]).
This is also acknowledged in the general discussions of Carpenter et al. [7], Dusgupta and
M¨ aler [14], Chave and Levin [9] and Folke [18]. Last year’s sudden break-out of massive
algae bloom in southeast China is a good exempliﬁcation. The Yangtze River Delta is one
of the fastest growing regions in China for the past 30 years. Because of the consequent
industrial pollution and residential run-oﬀs [right phrase?], a massive algae bloom
suddenly broke out in Taihu Lake. While these human impact on the water system builds up
only gradually in the last 30 years, the ecological impact on human behavior is immediate
and dramatic. In the city of Wuxi, China, because of this algae bloom, city residents had
no usable [right word?] water and had to rely on bottled water. Many people ran out
of the city temporarily. The price of 18-liter puriﬁed water increased immediately from
RMB$8 to $50. Consequent policy intervention were also dramatic and costly. While the
local government is transporting huge amount of bottled water to the city, it issued a policy
to freeze the price and speciﬁed a ﬁne of RMB$300,000 for any price increase. At the same
time, 1.6 million carps were put into the lake in a neighboring city as a counter measure.
The recent dramatic decline in catchable wild salmon on the western coast of U.S. is another
example, where its amount decreases from 1.5 million in 2005 to only 35,000 this year.1 This
interaction between the slow-and-fast dynamics imposes a even greater challenge for policy
makers, because the slow changes is often too slow to grasp the attention of policy makers
and the public.
So far, this diﬀerence in the time scale between economic and ecological process, as well
as the feedback eﬀects, have not been fully explored. In the existing economic literature that
deals with human-ecological interactions, the issue of divergent time scale is often neglected
or addressed arbitrarily. Diﬀerent people have made diﬀerent simplifying assumptions about
1See the recent news report on April 14th by MSNBC. The video clip is entitled: “No ’upstream’ for salmon
ﬁsherman”. http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/21134540/vp/24113279#24113279
4the relative time scales of the human and ecological process ([40], [41], [42], [19], [20],
[34], [15], [30], [15], [28] and [36], [33]). Based on the ecological work of Ludwig et al
[32], Arrow et al [2] pointed out, “Simpliﬁcation through elimination of slow time scale
dynamics can be helpful in many situations; but ultimately, there my be a price to pay
if one does not consider the coupling between dynamics on multiple scales”. As will be
shown in this paper, mis-speciﬁcation of the relative time scale can lead to either excessive
or inadequate policy intervention. With concrete models, Anderies ([1]) and Perrings and
Walker ([37]) show that relative time scale between diﬀerent dynamic processes can be of
great signiﬁcance. However, because of the setups in their models, it is not clear whether
the signiﬁcance is due to purely the impact of time scale or because of the changes in
their model structure. Because when a parameter shifts the location of equilibrium, it will
deﬁnitely aﬀect the associated welfare. Recently, three papers in the literature of resource
management (Grimsrud and Huﬀaker [21], Huﬀaker and Hotchkiss [25] and Crepin [12])
single out the impact of relative time scale. They propose the application of singular
perturbation technique to address the divergent time-scale in general.
This paper establishes a coupled human-ecological model where slow-varying migration
is interacting with fast-varying nutrient dynamics in lake ecology. The nonlinearity and
fast-slow dynamics built in the model can generate regime shifts (that is, shifts between
diﬀerent equilibrium states) and slowly-reversible ecological changes. Because ecological
conditions do aﬀect and are aﬀected by uncoordinated individual decisions on migration
and land-use, the policy challenge does not only lie in the optimal use of ecological service
but also in the provision of the right incentives that regulates individual behavior. The
possibility of regime shifts and slowly-reversible changes in this coupled model makes policy
analysis more interesting and technically challenging. Within this framework, this paper
shows that speciﬁcation of relative time scale between the fast and slow dynamic processes
is crucial for the analysis of the system dynamics with/without policy intervention. The
calculated solutions show that speciﬁcation of relative time scale can signiﬁcantly change
the cost, magnitude and length of active intervention in optimal policy. This paper shows
that optimal policy (even when resilience does not enter into optimization problem) will
always increase the resilience of the desirable equilibrium in the coupled system. The extent
of this improvement in resilience depends crucially on the relative time scale. It also shows
that simplifying assumptions on the relative time scale can lead to incorrect predictions for
both the short- and long-run dynamics.
Through the analysis of a coupled model of human migration and lake water quality,
this paper shows that relative time-scale is crucial for the understanding of the short-run
and long-run dynamics of the coupled system. Simplifying assumptions on time scales
have to be done carefully. Moreover, it ﬁnds that optimal policy will always increase
the resilience of the desirable equilibrium. But how much the improvement will depend
crucially on the relative time-scale in the model. In terms of the magnitude and lasting
period of active intervention, both will be signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the relative time-scale. In
situations where multiple policy alternatives can lead to the same ﬁnal state of the system,
diﬀerent speciﬁcation of relative time-scale can result in diﬀerent choices of policy. Finally,
simulations suggest that the trade-oﬀs among 1) the optimality of policy, 2) robustness
of policy and 3) resilience of the system is also aﬀected by the speciﬁcation of relative
time-scale.
For the coupled system without policy intervention, this paper extends the analysis
of Anderies [1] by clarifying the conditions under which simplifying assumptions can be
5made. As for the optimal policy of this coupled system, this paper extends the analysis of
Grimsrud and Huﬀaker ([21]), Huﬀaker and Hotchkiss ([25]) and Crepin ([12]) by relaxing
the extreme assumption that justiﬁes their use of singular perturbation. It thus allows
people to study interactions occurring on a broader spectrum of relative time-scales: from
extremely divergent time-scale (as required by singular perturbation) to less divergent time-
scales. In particular, it sheds light on optimal policy responses under the context of possible
regime shifts and slowly-reversible changes. It illustrates that relative time scale will not
only aﬀect the decision – “to intervene or not intervene”, but also signiﬁcantly aﬀect the
welfare payoﬀs in case of intervention.
Finally, because bi-stability is built into this paper, it shares similarity with papers that
deals with optimal management with multi-stability, like Carpenter et al. [8], Brock and
Starrett [4] and Dasgupta and M¨ aler [14]. These papers essentially fall into the category of
resource management. They can be labelled as one-way interaction model. The reason is
that while human activities have negative impact on ecological system, the feedback from
ecology is only felt by the imaginary manager and does not aﬀect polluter’s decision. This
paper extends the policy analysis by managing a coupled human-ecological system with
two-way interactions. That is, while the economic activities (land use) of uncoordinated
individuals are aﬀecting the ecological quality, changes in the ecological conditions will also
aﬀect their well-being and indirectly aﬀect their economic decisions. The policy maker
has to balance the local economic development and ecological protection. But the optimal
policy is not only about the optimal use of resources, but also about provision of the right
incentives to individuals, so that their aggregate behavior can result in a balance between
economy and ecology.
62 Literature Review
In the economics literature, the relative time scale of environmental changes and human
activities is treated quite arbitrarily when divergence in time scale is present.2 Take the
treatment of the environment as an example. On one extreme, environmental changes are
regarded as a very slow process and assumed to be constant ([19], [20]). On the other
extreme, they are regarded as fast process and assumed to respond to human activity in-
stantaneously ([34], [15] and [33]). In between, they are treated as processes that evolve
at the same time scale as human activity ([30]). For instance, in studying regional growth,
Fujita et al [19] and Fujita and Thisse [20] treat natural resources and natural amenities as
constant even though such a regional growth exerts higher pressure on the local environ-
ment. In fact, this is a common practice in regional growth models. On the other extreme,
when trying to address economic growth with environmental concerns, Mohtadi [34] as-
sumes that the environment instantaneously responds to human activity by specifying the
ecological variable as an explicit function of capital stock. So does Elbasha and Roe [15]
when they are analyzing the interaction between environment and economic growth. In
their welfare analysis on the optimal management of shallow lakes, M¨ aler et al. ([33]) also
assume instant ecological adjustment. Between these two extremes, Krautkraemer [30],
treats the changes in natural environment as a process that evolves at the same time scale
as human activity.
On the other hand, when the focus of research in on the environmental changes, similar
simplifying assumptions on human activities are also common in literature. For instance,
Keller et al [28] study the impact of climate change on economic growth and assume that
population is constant over time. However, on the time scale that signiﬁcant climate change
occurs, population dynamics should be treated as a faster process instead of a constant.
Importance of relative time scale between diﬀerent dynamic processes are discussed in
Anderies [1] and Perrings and Walker [37]. Anderies [1] focuses more on its impact on system
dynamics. He develops a general equilibrium model of two sectors where a renewable natural
capital is used as an input factor in production, along with labor and human capital. It
shows that the relative time scale between savings rate and the regeneration rate of natural
capital is important because it may change the stability of the steady state. Perrings
and Walker ([37]) are emphasizing the policy impact. They use the steady-state optimal
level of harvest to simulate the optimal management of rangeland and the importance of
relative time scale is shown in the process. However, because of the way Anderies [1] and
Perrings and Walker [37] set up their models, it is not clear whether the signiﬁcance is
due to purely the impact of time scale or due to the consequent structural changes in their
dynamic models. The reason is that time-scale changes in their model will at the same
time change the location and probably the stability of the steady-state. Because change in
equilibrium location will inevitably lead to changes in welfare, it is still not clear whether
relative time-scale is the main contributor for the signiﬁcance.
The impact of time-scale is separated in three recent papers (Grimsrud and Huﬀaker
[21], Huﬀaker and Hotchkiss [25] and Crepin [12]) in the literature of resource management.
2The resource management literature has a long tradition of modelling human-ecological interaction, like the
literature on the management of ﬁshery and forestry. In this literature, human interventions (through harvesting)
is typically a major factor determining the growth and stock of the resource and is typically coordinated with
the changes in it. In this sense, human activity and the ecological process are usually changing on the same time
scale. However, the interaction of regional population and local ecological conditions is diﬀerent. While population
migration is aﬀected by the in situ ecological quality, its change is governed by uncoordinated individual behavior.
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propose the use of singular perturbation with the presence of divergent time-scale. In par-
ticular, Grimsrud and Huﬀaker [21] explore the implication for pesticidal crops management
when pest population evolve at fast time scale and the population’s genetic composition
evolve at slow-time scale. Huﬀaker and Hotchkiss [25] study the reservoir management by
the introduction of a slow sedimentation process into the fast impounding water dynamics.
Crepin [12] suggests using singular perturbation theory as a general method to address the
issue of divergent time scales and takes the management of coral reefs with ﬁshing pressure
as an example. With the assumption that the time scale are vastly diﬀerent and policy
instrument only acts on the fast process, they all use the singular perturbation technique.
The advantage of this technique is that it allows for an analytical solution. A disadvantage
is that it can only allow simple nonlinear terms.3 However, all three papers have missed
this essence of singular perturbation theory and ended up using numerical methods. Their
use of numerical method in the end invalidates the necessity for them to use the singular
perturbation method in the ﬁrst place, because of the readily available numerical algorithms
for the original problem and the fact that the dimension of their problem is in no sense too
large. Moreover, none of them discuss the matching on the intermediate time scale which is
crucial to the singular perturbation theory. In addition, these three papers share a common
ﬂaw in their derivation for optimal policy, which leads to doubts about the robustness of
their conclusions. The problem is manifested in the contradiction between the assumption
and result in Huﬀaker and Hotchkiss [25]: they assume that the control variable c should
be in the range of [0; 6£107] (Table 1 p.2557), but in Figure 4, their derived optimal c lies
in [¡4 £ 107; 8 £ 107] (p. 2570).
This paper does not assume the extreme divergence in time scale as required by singular
perturbation theory. The technique used here therefore has more general applications and
can be used to address a larger variety of inter-temporal interactions. In addition, it extends
these three papers by consideration of multiple policy instruments, which act on processes
of diﬀerent time scale. This extension is important because coordination of policies that
act on diﬀerent time scales can now be discussed.
Because bi-stability is built into this paper, it shares similarity with papers that deals
with optimal management with multi-stability, like Carpenter et al. [8], Brock and Starrett
[4] and Dasgupta and M¨ aler [14]. These papers essentially fall into the category of resource
management. They can be labelled as one-way interaction model. The reason is that while
human activities have negative impact on ecological system, the feedback from ecology is
only felt by the imaginary manager and does not aﬀect polluter’s decision. This paper
extends the policy analysis by managing a coupled human-ecological system with two-way
interactions. That is, while the economic activities (land use) of uncoordinated individuals
are aﬀecting the ecological quality, changes in the ecological conditions will also aﬀect their
well-being and indirectly aﬀect their economic decisions. The policy maker has to balance
the local economic development and ecological protection. But the optimal policy is not
only about the optimal use of resources, but also about provision of the right incentives to
individuals, so that their aggregate behavior can result in a balance between economy and
ecology.
Finally, in terms of optimal management of system with multi-stability, the closest
related work is Brock and Starrett [4]. Brock and Starrett [4] study the optimal management
3The idea of this technique is also applied in numerical solutions for large scale dynamical systems, because it
can reduce the dimension of the problem.
8of an ecological process with nonlinearity, the focus is to prove the existence of multiple
equilibria, instead of completely solve the problem. In their paper, while the the positive
and negative eﬀects of ecological changes can aﬀect the objective function for policy makers,
the human reaction is not explicitly modelled as a dynamic process. In contrast, this paper
focus on solving the dynamic optimization problem when human economic activities are
responding to ecological changes in a general equilibrium framework. The dynamics of
human activities are modelled explicitly. It also shows that changes in relative time scale
can transform non-Skiba points into Skiba points.
93 A Migration Model with Coupled Human-Ecological
Interaction
This section sets up a coupled model with cross-system and cross-scale interaction between
human activities and ecology. In this model, people make migration decisions based on
utility diﬀerentials between the region and the rest of the wold. High quality of local
ecological services will give people more incentive to migrate into the region. As local
population increases, due to the increasing return to scale in production, local wage will
increase. It will then increase their residential land consumption. Population and the
consequent land-use increase will not only increase congestion in the region but also degrade
the ecological conditions. When ecological condition degrades, people will have less incentive
to migrate into the region. To reﬂect the change rate of migration and lake water quality in
reality, migration is modelled as a slow variable as compared to the water quality change.
The model in this paper is a modiﬁcation of Chen, Irwin and Jayaprakash [10].4
3.1 The Economic System
In the regional economy, two goods are traded: a locally produced composite good and land.
The composite good (X) is produced with local labor (N), which can be either consumed
locally or exported to the rest of the world. Following Fujita and Thisse [20], this composite
good X is produced according to the production function:
X = E(N)F(N) (3.1)
where F(N) is standard neoclassical production function with declining marginal product
of labor. Agglomeration is captured by an externality function E(N), which represents
scale eﬀects that are external to individual ﬁrms.5 Under the assumption that regional
output market is perfectly competitive, local wage rate is determined by
w = E(N)F0(N) (3.2)
Households that choose to stay outside of the region will receive a constant utility (¯ U).
Those that choose to live in the region will accept the local wage rate and decide on their
consumption of the composite good (x) and land (l). Their optimization problem is:
U(N; P) = max
x;l
n




x + r ¢ l = w
where x and l are household consumption of the composite good and land, respectively. The
price of the composite good x has already been normalized to 1. r is the land rent. Uc is the
disutility from congestion and Ue is the utility from enjoying the natural amenities in the
region. P is an ecological variable which determines the quality of the lake amenity and will
4This is also the basic model presented in the conference of the Resources for the Future in 2007.
5Because the reason for agglomeration is not the focus of this paper, it is treated in the simplest way.
10be described in detail in the next subsection. Assuming that new migrants are allocating
one quarter of their annual expenditure on land/house payment, this gives a = 0:75.
Substituting the optimal consumption of x and l:




into utility yields the indirect utility as a function of local wage rate w, population N and
ecological variable P.
U(N; P; w) = aa(1 ¡ a)1¡ara¡1w + Uc(N) + Ue(P) (3.5)
Migration incentive is assumed to be determined by the utility diﬀerentials between the
region and the rest of the world: ∆U = U(N;P)¡ ¯ U. Migration will continue until ∆U = 0.
For simplicity, migration rate is assumed to be proportional to the utility diﬀerence.
˙ N = ²∆U (3.6)
where ˙ N stands for the derivative with respect to time and ² controls the rate of change in
population N. In order to reﬂect the reality that regional population is a slow process, ² is
taken to be a small number. In line with this slowly adjusting local population, I assume
that market adjusts in each time period t to a temporary equilibrium that is conditional
on the population in the period.
Finally, the land-market clearance condition is needed to close the economic general
equilibrium model. Rather than constraining the total amount of land in the region, I
assume that, as local population grows, the urban area will expand into the surrounding
rural areas where land is used solely for agriculture. Land will be bid away from agriculture
for development uses (in this paper, residential use) so long as land rent for development
uses r is greater than the agricultural rent ra. The total amount of developed land will be
determined by the equalization of these two rents. The agricultural output is assumed to
be produced with constant-return-to-scale technology and sold on a global market, so that
output price ra is exogenously determined. This gives our ﬁnal closing condition:
r = ¯ ra (3.7)
where ra is set at value 1.2.6
Equations (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.7), together with full employment condition in the
region deﬁne a temporary equilibrium for a given N and P. This gives us the reduced form
expression for migration rate in equation (3.6)
˙ N = ²
¡
U(N;P) ¡ ¯ U
¢
(3.8)
For simplicity, I assume the neoclassical production function of X is constant return to
scale, F(N) = bN (b = 0:67), production externality is of the simple form: E(N) = N,
congestion eﬀect is Uc(N) = ¡N2 and Ue(P) = ¡P. This gives
˙ N = ²
¡
A0N ¡ A1N2 ¡ A2P ¡ ¯ U
¢
(3.9)
6The price of the composite good is normalized to 1. ra = 1:2 is to reﬂect the belief that land is a relative
scarcer resource as compared to other goods in general. This is believed to be true particularly in places with
high natural amenities.
11where N ¸ 0 and A0 = aa(1 ¡ a)1¡abra¡1.
We consider it unlikely that, even with substantial growth, amenity-driven growth
will transform small rural areas into large metropolitan areas with large cities. Because
moderate-sized metropolitan areas in the U.S. are in the range of 50-100,000 people, the
parameters in Equation (3.9) are chosen so that congestion eﬀect is dominating agglomera-
tion eﬀect when local population is at around 90-100,000 people. Moreover, we believe that
human impact can become evident before the region develops into a full-ﬂedged metropoli-
tan area. The most interesting case is the one where the region is in its early stage of
development yet faces a possible catastrophic ecological change. The coeﬃcient in front
of P in Equation (3.9) is set at 0.26, so that population of around 50-60,000 is enough to
trigger slowly-reversible or irreversible changes in ecology.
Finally, variation in the value of ² reﬂects the migration rates observed on diﬀerent
spatial scales in the U.S. On the regional level, annual population growth ranges from
0.54% (in northeast) to 1.62% (in west) in 1990-2003 (CEP Report 2006 p.16). On the
state level, estimated annual population growth ranges from -1.26% (New York State) to
6.7% (Nevada) between 1995-2000. The states around Lake Erie, except for New York,
has an average rate around 0.9%. (Rachel Franklin 2003 pp. 5, 15). On the city level,
the fastest growing city between 1990-2000 was Augusta-Richmond County, GA, with an
average annual growth of 34%; that in period 2000-2004 was Gilber, AZ, with an rate of
10.6% (CEP Report 2006 p.15).
3.2 The Ecological System
The main interest of this paper lies in the impact of fast-slow dynamics on the dynamics
of coupled human-ecological system and its policy implications. We use lake ecological
system as an stylized source for natural amenities, because it is tightly coupled with hu-
man activities and because it evolves at a faster time-scale than migration. Run-oﬀs from
land-development and urbanization are transported to lake through its tributaries. This
process occurs on the time scale of months. These nutrient loadings will contribute to the
nutrients in the water column of the lake. But part of it will sediment to the bottom. This
sedimentation process occurs also on the time scale of months. In spite of the sedimenta-
tion and out-ﬂow of nutrients, the nutrient can build-up throughout the year and become
suﬃciently high in the late summer to spur nonlinear recycling. As a result, the nutrients
bounded to sediments can be re-suspended back into the water column and contribute to
the transition from oligotrophic (good) to eutrophic (bad) state of the lake in late spring
and summer seasons(Carpenter et al. [8], Hein [23] and Scheﬀer [38]). An oligotrophic
lake is characterized by low-nutrient level in the water column, relatively clear water and
healthy ecosystem services. On the other hand, an eutrophic lake is characterized by high-
nutrient inputs, high concentration of algae, toxicity, turbidity and is much prone to anoxic
conditions and undesired events such as ﬁsh kills and noxious algal blooms. Hysteresis can
occur in nutrient dynamics (Scheﬀer [38] and Carpenter et al. [8]). That is, once regime
shift has occurred, reduced loadings may not bring the lake back to an oligotrophic state
or the recovery has to take substantial amount of time. Lake Erie is a good example. After
the river ﬁre in 1969, substantial reductions in point sources in the 1970s failed to result
in meaningful improvements in water quality until ten years after the controls had been
implemented.
We adapt the simple model of Carpenter et al. [8] to capture the basic dynamics of
12nutrient loadings and the possible regime shifts between oligotrophic and eutrophic state.
Lake water quality is assumed to be aﬀected by nutrient loadings, which is assumed to be
proportional to total land-use in the region.






where P is the mass (or concentration) of phosphorus in the lake water and ˙ P is the
derivative with respect to time. The rate of nutrient input per unit of time is determined
by the loading, outﬂow and recycling. The loading consists of L0, which is independent of
human activities, and L1 N l , which is the total loadings from the urban land-use in the
region. L1 captures the average impact of land-use on lake water quality. The outﬂow of
phosphorous is captured in sP, where s captures the rate of P-loss from the system. It
accounts for processes such as sedimentation and outﬂow that remove P from the water
column. The last term represents the recycling process of P. It captures the fact that after
sedimentation, P can be recycled back into lake water from the bottom. Its impact is only
evident when P concentration is suﬃciently high. The maximum rate of recycling is ¾1;
the steepness of the recycling curve is governed by ¾2. Pc is the P value at which recycling
reaches half its maximum rate, it is also a rough indicator of the ecological threshold where
this nonlinear term comes into play.
Although the above speciﬁcation is based on lake phosphorus dynamics, the nonlinear
dynamics, embodied in the recycling term that gives rise to threshold responses, is a general
feature of many ecosystems (Brock and Starrett [4]). Therefore, with modiﬁcation of this
ecological dynamics, the analysis in this paper is also applicable to the analysis of a more
generic human-ecological system with similar nonlinear behavior.
Phosphorus dynamics in lake system evolve on the time scale of approximately one year.
The parameters are calibrated to conform with existing ecological literature and generate
a change rate in P that roughly corresponds to the time scale of one year. This set of
parameters is regarded as the benchmark for comparative analysis on time scales change.
Two exemplary time evolution of the uncoupled system are presented in Figure 2 to
illustrate their corresponding time scales. By ”uncoupled”, I mean that the interacting
terms in Equations (3.8) and (3.10) are neglected. In the example, the initial condition is
assumed to be (N0;P0) = (4;1) in Figure 2(a) and (N0;P0) = (6;1) in Figure 2(b). The
time scale of N and P changes diﬀer roughly by a factor of 10. This is evident from the
initial rapid change in P as compared to that in N.
3.3 Coupled System with Divergent Time Scales
This section describes the dynamics of this coupled economic-ecological system. The phos-
phorous dynamical equation (3.10) in this paper is adapted from ecological studies based on
ﬁeld experiments. While the nonlinear recycling term in Equation (3.10) make it impossible
to solve the dynamical system analytically, we consider it more beneﬁcial to retain the term
than sacriﬁcing the term for the sake of analytical tractability. Because this nonlinear recy-
cling term is the crucial element that gives rise to the most interesting scenarios like regime
shifts and slow-reversible changes. And the fear of these catastrophic events lies in the
core of current debate of environmental protection and is the most compelling factor that
motivates regulation policies. Maintaining this nonlinear term also makes the following-up
policy analysis more meaningful, because the policy analysis now has a concrete real-world















(a) (N0;P0) = (4;1)


















( N0;P0) = (6;1)
Figure 2: Time Evolution of the Uncoupled System
context. The disadvantage is that lack of analytical solution makes comparative static anal-
ysis diﬃcult, but it is not at all impossible. With analytical solution, comparative static
analysis can be easily done (through tedious analytical calculation of derivatives) and the
result is often transparent to the reader. However, with numerical solutions, the compar-
ative static analysis can be done but the result is conditioned on the range of parameters
we choose. Theoretically, we can try all the possible parameter values and the result will
conform with the analytical solution. But this is impractical in reality. Fortunately, as
a researcher, we are not interested in all the possible cases, we are only interested in the
cases where interesting phenomenon occur. Finally, there is actually a trade oﬀ between
the analytical and numerical solution. Analytical solution (if it exists) is more general than
numerical solution in terms of parameter values. That is, the numerical solution depends
on the particular speciﬁcation of parameter values. When the speciﬁcation changes, the
solution will change accordingly. The analytical solution does not suﬀer from this prob-
lem. However, in order to ensure the existence of analytical solution, the function space of
dynamic equation is limited to extremely simple ones. Yet the numerical solution is free
from this disadvantage and can allow more general and realistic function forms to study
more complicated phenomenon. Because of the complicated nature of the coupled human-
ecological system and our interest in cases where human activities puts ecological system to
the verge of catastrophic events, numerical method is preferred in this study to analytical
method.
3.3.1 Baseline Results
In this coupled system, the slow-varying population migration responds to ecological quality
which is determined by the fast-varying phosphorous loadings. At the same time, the fast-
varying phosphorous loading responds to the changes in local population and land-use which
evolve slowly. These two-way interactions ﬁnally complete a ecological-economic model with
fast-slow moving variables. The dynamics of this unregulated system is fully described by





















Figure 3: Phase Plot of the Baseline Model
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The result for a benchmark case is shown in the phase plot of Figure 3. The broken
line is called N-nullcline. Points on this line satisfy the condition of ˙ N = 0. Similarly, the
dotted line is called the P-nullcline. The intersection of the two nullclines gives the location
of ﬁxed points. The two interceptions give one stable ﬁxed point (A) and an unstable one
(C). Given the fact that when N is zero, there can be no further emigration from the region,
the third stable ﬁxed point (B) is the intercept of P-nullcline on the vertical axis. Because
at point B, local population is zero, corresponding to no economic activity in the region, it
is labelled as ”undesirable” steady state from the economic perspective. Of course, it is a
good state for ecology. Because point A is associated with a reasonable population level and
the lake ecology is not in a eutrophic state, it is referred to as ”desirable” state. It is evident
in the plot that under the current speciﬁcation, regional development has already pushed
the ecology to the edge. An ecological shock that increase phosphorous concentration in
the lake (such as a variation in rain fall) or an economic shock (such as government policy
to promote further economic development or provision of public services that attract an
additional inﬂux of immigrants) can lead to disastrous result. This sets up an interesting
case for policy analysis in later sections.
Finally, the solid line is called the separatrix which is the stable manifold of the unstable
ﬁxed point. The points on this line will eventually evolve to the unstable ﬁxed point. This
separatrix is important because in this model it separates the domains of attraction of the
two stable ﬁxed points (points A and B). For example, in Figure 3, all the points on the
right of this separatrix will eventually ﬂow to the stable ﬁxed point A. The points that are
on the left, will eventually go to the ﬁxed point B. Since this separatrix demarcates the
domain of attraction, it can also be used to deﬁne the concept of resilience. For a point
15that is far away from the separatrix, we need a large shock to drive it to the other side
of the separatrix and result in a dramatic change in terms of ﬁnal outcome (referred to
as regime shift). In this sense, we say the system is at a point which is quite resilient to
shocks in P and N. That is, when the system is further away from separatrix, it is able to
absolve larger shocks without changing the ﬁnal state of the system. On the contrary, when
the point is close to separatrix, the system is considered as less resilient, because a small
shock can easily drive it across. When the system crosses the separatrix, the ﬁnal state of
the system will be changed, and it is called regime shift. Faced with uncertainty in both
economic and ecological processes, a higher resilience associated with a desirable steady
state is preferable to a lower one. Similarly, a lower resilience associated with undesirable
steady state is preferable. Under the context of current speciﬁcation, the larger the domain
of attraction for ﬁxed point A, the better. Finally, because separatrix is the demarcation of
the domain of attraction of the two stable ﬁxed points, any shifts in it will result in changes
in the resilience of the corresponding ﬁxed points.
Two exemplary solutions are plotted Figure 4. The ﬁrst one starts from the initial con-
dition of (N(0);P(0)) = (2;1). The solution is plotted as the blue line in Figure 4(a). The
time path of local population (N) and phosphorous (P) are plotted in Figure 4(b). Because
the initial condition lies on the left of the separatrix, the system will eventually approach
the ’undesirable’ steady state at point B. The second one starts from (N(0);P(0)) = (4;1).
It is the red line in Figure 4(a) and the time path is in Figure 4(c). Because the second
initial condition is on the right of the separatrix, the system ﬁnally reaches the desirable
steady state at point A.
3.3.2 Impact of Divergent Time Scales on System Dynamics
This model with divergent time scales is a special case of models governed by ordinary diﬀer-
ential equations. This added feature not only creates transient phenomenon not commonly
seen in other ordinary diﬀerential equations but also provides more detailed information
of the system dynamics. Its mis-speciﬁcation can result in incorrect predictions on the
stability of the ﬁxed point and the location of the sepratrix.
In terms of transient dynamics, a most salient feature of the divergent time scale is
that it can give rise to slowly reversible changes. Imagine the state originally resides at the
long-run steady state (at point A). A sudden inﬂux of population (due to the improvement
of local public services or other reasons), the system is moved to the point where N = 6:5
and P = 3:75 as shown in Figure 5(a). Without policy intervention, at this point, the local
population exerts too much pressure on the lake system. The run-oﬀs from human activities
exceeds the carrying capacity of the lake. As a result, phosphorous P) increases to a level
around 6.5 and the lake becomes eutrophic. Because the nutrient dynamics in this model
occurs much faster than population change, this initial increase in phosphorous is rapid, as
shown in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b). As lake water quality decreases, the natural amenities
becomes less attractive, people will gradually move out of the region. This corresponds to
the gradual decline in phosphorous. Because this process depends on the population outﬂow
which changes slowly, the ecological recover will take a long time.7 As shown in the ﬁgure,
local population has to decrease by signiﬁcant amount (more than half of the population)
7In this model, the slowly reversible nature is driven by the slowly changing population. In reality, the recovery
of ecological system itself may take time. Inclusion of this slow ecological recover requires inclusion of a more
complicated ecological dynamics and is neglected so far.

















(a) Trajectories in N-P Space
















) N(t) and P(t) from (2,1)




















) N(t) and P(t) from (4,1)
Figure 4: Exemplary Evolution of the Coupled System

















(a) Trajectories in N-P Space



















) N(t) and P(t) from (6.5,3.75)
Figure 5: Exemplary Evolution of A Slowly-Reversible Change
in order to initiate ecological recovery. This improvement will then attract people back into
the region. This process will continue until the system come back to the steady state at
point A. Because after the initial shock, the system ﬁnally goes back to the original steady
state and the recovery takes a long period of time, the initial change is called a slowly-
reversible change. This is created by the fast-slow dynamics that are changing on diﬀerent
time scales. The slowly-reversible nature and the signiﬁcant economic decline necessary
for the ecological recovery impose an interesting problem for policy makers: when human
activity has already put much pressure on the ecology, a small overshoots in human activity
or a slightly larger variation in ecological system may initiate slowly reversible changes in
ecology in the short run and result in consequent dramatic economic decay that will pertain
for a substantial period of time. Confronted with this danger, how should policy makers
respond to it? This will be discussed in the policy section.
Divergence in time scale can provide more detailed information about the system dy-
namics in this model. If the time scales diverge by a lot (² ¿ 1), trajectories will rapidly
approach the attractive portion of the slow manifold (where ˙ P = 0) at ﬁrst. It will then
move along this slow manifold for some time. When it moves close into the close neighbor-
hood of the ﬁxed point, if the ﬁxed point is stable, the system will converge to it. If it is a
saddle point, the trajectory will eventually move away from it. This is essentially a partial
reinterpretation of the Fenechil’s Theorems of Invariant Manifold ([29], [27] and [35]).
Mis-speciﬁcation of the relative time scale may change the stability of the ﬁxed point.













Here, x is a slow variable and z is a fast variable. This linear system is unstable. If
we double the speed of change for x, that is scale the ﬁrst row up by a factor of 2, the
system becomes stable. The coupled human-ecological model in this paper can be used as
a nonlinear example. For the case where the reservation utility level is set to be 0.38, when






















(a) ² = 0:08






















(b) ² = 0:16
Figure 6: Impact of Time Scale (²) through Shifts in Separatrix. Initial Condition: (6.5,3.75)
the time scale coeﬃcient ² decreases from 0.08 to 0.04, the stability of the ﬁxed point (A)
is changed from stable to unstable.
In nonlinear system with more than one stable ﬁxed points, changes in relative time
scale can shift separatrix. Because the separatrix demarcates the basins of attraction of the
two stable ﬁxed points in the current model, such a change has a substantial impact on the
resilience of the system, as shown in Figure 6.
The impact on particular trajectories is illustrated in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) gives the
trajectory in the benchmark case, where the initial condition is within the domain of the
desirable equilibrium A. After some initial oscillations, the system ﬁnally reaches the desir-
able state at point A. The trajectory is plotted as the red line in the ﬁgure. As ² increases,
the separatrix “bend downward” (the black solid line). When ² = 0:16, as in Figure 6(b), we
ﬁnd that the initial condition now lies within the domain of attraction for the undesirable
equilibrium at point B. Therefore, after some initial oscillation, the system will eventually
arrive at the undesirable equilibrium (point B) with the whole region empties out and econ-
omy crashed. While the relative time scale is only mis-speciﬁed by a magnitude of two, the
changes in the resilience (as measured by the size of attraction domain, Holling [24]) of the
desirable equilibrium (point A) is much more dramatic.
To sum up, the speciﬁcation of relative time scale has to be addressed carefully due to the
possible change in the stability of the ﬁxed point and the impact on separatrix when there
are multiple ﬁxed points. The second eﬀect has important implications for the resilience of
the system. When this leads to the expansion/shrinkage of the basin of attraction for the
desirable ﬁxed point, such a change means the desirable state of the original system will be
able to absolve larger/smaller exogenous shocks.


















(a) Slow Process as Constant

























(b) F ast Process as Instantaneous
Figure 7: Simplifying Assumptions on Relative Time-Scale
4 Simpliﬁcation of Divergent Time Scale
This section will discuss simpliﬁcations when the two time scales are divergent. It will
ﬁrst discuss the common simplifying assumptions in economic literature: taking the slow
process as constant or fast process as instantaneous. Then it will discuss the application of
singular perturbation technique. It will also analyze the conditions that such simplifying
assumptions can be made. A mathematic interpretation of ”divergent time scale” is ² ¿ 1.
4.1 The Impact of Common Simplifying Assumptions
First, when we are interested in the fast process (like P), it is natural to ask whether we can
treat some slow process as constant, especially when we are dealing with already complicated
models. In essence, such an assumption can reduce the dimension of the original problem,
because the slow dynamic process is degenerated into a single value. Take the baseline
model as an example. When we assume the slow variable is a constant, we are imposing
the condition that local population N is constant. The impact is illustrated in Figure 7(a):
it degenerates the whole N-P plane into a vertical line. Consequently, the simpliﬁed model
will incorrectly predict the long run equilibria as the intersection of this vertical line with
the P-nullcline unless the N level is set exactly at the long run equilibrium level (the solid
green line in ﬁgure). The multiple equilibria shown in Figure 7(a) further complicates the
problem. Therefore, if we are interested in the steady state of the system, we should avoid
such a assumption unless we have very good knowledge about the equilibrium level of N,
including the information to select the right long-run equilibrium from multiple candidates.
But this would require thorough understanding of the interactions between N and P. Thus
it would require the same information as determining the exact equilibrium (N, P) of the
original system. The point of simplifying the original dynamic system is lost.
Even when the slow-moving variable is ﬁxed right at equilibrium level, it may give false
description of the resilience for the coupled system. Again take the baseline model as an
20example (as shown in Figure 7(a)). The simpliﬁed model predicts that there are three
ﬁxed points in the system: A, D and E. Point A and E are stable ﬁxed points in the
simpliﬁed model and Point D is unstable. At ﬁxed point A, the simpliﬁed model predicts
that the system can only resist an ecological shock of around 20% increase in phosphorous
concentration. That is, the phosphorous concentration after shock should be less than P0.
Or the ecological system will be driven to eutrophic state at point E and stay there forever.
But the dynamical analysis of the baseline model tells a diﬀerent story. The location of
separatrix shows that the coupled system can resist much larger ecological shocks, so long as
the ecological shock does not drive the system across the separatrix. Of course, when large
ecological shocks occur (suﬃciently larger than 20% increase in P), the ecological system
will become eutrophic for some time but this ecological change can be slowly reversed as
discussed in the last section. If policy makers cares about the ﬁnal state of the system,
using the simpliﬁed model, he is more likely to over-react to ecological shocks then using
the un-simpliﬁed model.
What if we are interested in the short run behavior of the system? Intuitively, since the
slow process is slow, the simpliﬁed system may provide an approximation for the original
system in the short run. But how good is this approximation? Take the dynamic system
(4.1) as an example.
Assume that a dynamic system is governed by
(
˙ N = ²f1 (N(t);P(t))
˙ P = f2 (N(t);P(t))
(4.1)
As shown in the appendix, an approximate under-estimated simpliﬁcation error (denoted














It shows that the slower the slow process (N), the smaller the error after time period ∆t.
Also, the weaker the impact of the slow process (N) on the fast process (P), through the
term @f2=@N, the smaller the error. The impact of nonlinearity on the error comes through
higher order terms as shown in the appendix. It can accumulate rather rapidly. Since the
above formula has neglected all the higher order terms, the formula can only be regarded
as an approximate under-estimated bound.
This formula can be re-arranged to show how long the simpliﬁed model can be used as
an approximation. Assume that after initial period of length ∆t, the simpliﬁcation error










This formula only says that when ∆t exceed ∆t, the error will exceed ´. It does not
guarantee that within ∆t period, the error is within the bound of ´.
In summary, treating the slow process as constant will lead to wrong prediction of the
long run equilibria and wrong prediction of the resilience of the system. The quality of
the short run approximation will depend on the relative time scale of the slow and fast
21processes (N and P) and the interaction between the two. Nonlinearity is important and
may lead to rapidly growing error through higher order terms of approximation error.
Another simplifying assumption that is also seen in literature is to assume that the fast
process instantaneously responds to changes in the slow variable, when research focus is
on the evolution of the slow process. Under this assumption, it is self-evident that the
simpliﬁed model is unable to capture the short run changes. But if done correctly, it can
correctly predict the location of ﬁxed points. When done properly, this simpliﬁcation is
equivalent to imposing the ˙ P = 0 condition while allowing population N to change. Thus
the simpliﬁed model can track the population change (N) along the P-nullcline and can
give the right prediction on the location of ﬁxed points, as shown by the blue line in Figure
7(b).
However, this simpliﬁed model may fail to capture the long run behavior of the system.
It is beneﬁciary to see through a simple example.
Example 4.1. A dynamic system is governed by:
(
˙ x = ¡z
²˙ z = ¡x + z
The assumption of instantaneous adjustment of the fast variable is equivalent to the con-
dition of ² = 0. This gives z = x. Substitute into the equation of ˙ x, we will have
ˆ xs = e¡txs
0
ˆ zs = e¡txs
0
which predicts that the system will converge to (0; 0) regardless of the initial condition.
Because the original system is linear, the actual solution can be calculated. It is easy to
verify that the system only has one ﬁxed point at (0; 0) and it is a saddle point. If we start
from x0 = 0 and z0 = 1, the solution explodes as t ! 1, even when ² ! 0. The solution








































Unless we start right on the stable manifold of the ﬁxed point, the simpliﬁed version gives
incorrect prediction about the long run behavior of the system. Notice that the basin of






= 1 > 0
This simpliﬁcation also changes the domain of attraction for the ﬁxed points, which
is essentially the reason for the incorrect prediction of long-run behavior in Example 4.1.
This can be better explained in the baseline model. The real basin of attraction of the
complete model is plotted in Figure 7(b). Under the simplifying assumption, the domains
of attraction for stable ﬁxed points A and B are separated by population level n0, regardless
of the P value. This is in eﬀect saying that separatrix is a vertical line in the N-P plane. For
instance, starting from point F, the simpliﬁed model predicts that P will instantaneously
22adjust onto the P-nullcline and then evolve to point A. However, in original system, because
it is in the domain of attraction for ﬁxed point B, it will eventually go to B.
For a policy maker that is using the simpliﬁed model, while the system is at point F,
the policy maker will conclude that the system is temporarily out of equilibrium. Based
on the observation that population and pollution level in the region is still relatively low,
it is unlikely that the policy maker will intervene. But in the un-simpliﬁed model, point
F is already on the left side of the separatrix. Because the ecological condition is so bad
that local population will gradually leave, if no intervention is in place. Since point F is
very close to the separatrix, a small policy intervention (either through the improvement of
ecological condition or the improvement in local public service) will be suﬃcient to prevent
this eventual economic collapse.
Another complication arises when nonlinearity is present in the model. In the linear
world, ˙ P = 0 usually give us a unique solution of P(N) 8. However, when nonlinearity
is present in the model, there can be multiple isolated P(N) as solutions to ˙ P = 0. For
instance, in Figure 7(b), when N = 5:5, there are three real solutions of P. This will give
rise to three possible instantaneous response function for P(N). Then selection among these
branches will aﬀect the dynamics of the simpliﬁed model. Let’s look at another example:
Example 4.2. (
˙ x = ¡x + z
²˙ z = z(z ¡ 2x)
As ² ! 0, we have z1 = 0 and z2 = 2x. Substitute z1 into ˙ x, we have an asymptotically
stable solution
x(t) = e¡tx0
Substitute z2 into ˙ x, we have an asymptotically unstable solution
x(t) = etx0
Given these two possibilities, which one gives a better approximation of the real model?






= 2z ¡ 2x
(
< 0 if z < x
> 0 if z > x
In summary, if we are only interested in the immediate evolution of the system, we
may ignore the slow process for a short period, but long run prediction is invalid. If we
are interested in the slower process, then treating the fast process as an instantaneous
process can give us the right location of equilibrium but it may not give the right long-run
dynamics of the system and nor can it be used to approximate the short-run behavior.
In both cases, the predicted resilience of the system will be incorrect. The analysis in
this section also points out that policy analysis based on these simpliﬁed models can be
misleading. Complete analysis of the fast-slow dynamics on diﬀerent time scale is necessary.
8The inﬁnite number of solutions or the nonexistence of solution is seldom seen in economic literature.
235 Optimal Policy with Fast-Slow Dynamics
This section analyzes optimal policy when divergent time scale is present. Since the un-
regulated baseline model described above has bi-stability, optimal policy should provide
answers to when and how policy should intervene to carry system across diﬀerent domains
of attraction. In the cases of slowly-reversible changes, the optimal policy should decide
whether or not intervention is necessary and beneﬁcial to prevent these slowly-reversible
changes. In this world of complex dynamics where ’bad’ surprises can arise, one goal of the
manager is to identify the policy impact on the resilience of the system (Levin et al. [17]
and Anderies et al. [1]). The analysis in this paper shows that optimal policy will always
increase the resilience of the desirable equilibrium in the coupled system. The extent of
such an improvement, however, depends crucially on the relative time-scale. Numerical
simulations also suggest that when the divergence in time scale decreases, in optimal pol-
icy, initial intervention tend to be larger in magnitude but shorter in lasting time. Finally,
nonlinearity built into the model can give rise to multiple local optimal solutions. The
preference of one solution over the other depends crucially on the speciﬁcation of relative
time scale. There are cases where one local optimal solution gives a higher utility than
another but is less robust to shocks.
Before discussing the management of the baseline model described in previous sections,
a more general policy framework is established and the impact of relative time scale is
discussed analytically. As in the baseline model, population migration is an uncoordinated
individual behavior, which aﬀects and is aﬀected by ecological changes in the region. Ecolog-
ical system is governed by nutrient dynamics which is aﬀected by local population through
land-use. Policy maker cares about both the local development and environmental quality.
He has two policy instruments: one helps to attract immigration to the region (v1(t)) that
stimulates local economy; one helps to reduce pollutant in the lake (v2(t)). Adoption of











˙ N = ²F(N;P;v1) (5.1b)
˙ P = G(N;P;v2) (5.1c)
N(t) ¸ 0; P(t) ¸ 0 (5.1d)
N(0) = N0; P(0) = P0 (5.1e)
where Upol(N;P) is the utility that policy maker assigns to a given level of local population
and phosphorous concentration. C(v1; v2) is the cost for policy intervention. Assume C ¸ 0,
rC > 0 and ∆C > 0, which are typical assumptions about cost function.9 Because v1 is
a policy that attracts in-migration, ceteris paribus, it increases the utility of local people
and leads to higher migration rate. Accordingly, F(N;P;v1) is assumed to be an increasing
function of v1. Because v2 is an instrument that improves lake quality, G(N;P;v2) is
assumed to be a decreasing function of v2. Under the assumption that the marginal impact




9rC is the Jacobian of C(v1; v2) and ∆C is the Hessian.
24Assume optimal policy is an interior solution, the current value Hamiltonian is
H = [Upol(N;P) ¡ C(v1;v2)] + ¸1²F(N;P;v1) + ¸2G(N;P;v2) (5.2)







































Equation (5.3a) determines the level of optimal policy for the slow process. It repeats the
basic economic principle of optimality: marginal cost should equal marginal beneﬁt. The
ﬁrst term is the current value marginal cost of the policy on the slow process, the second
term is the marginal beneﬁt. The time scale coeﬃcient ² aﬀects the marginal beneﬁt. The
slower the process, the smaller the marginal beneﬁt. Under the natural assumptions
that marginal cost will increase with the level of intervention (that is, ∆C > 0)
and that marginal eﬀect will decrease with it (that is, F is concave in v1), as the
divergence in time scale increases (² #), the optimal intervention level on the
slow process will also decrease (v1 #). This conﬁrms the typical practice that, other
things being equal, policy instrument acting on slower process receives less emphasis.
¸1 and ¸2 are the shadow price for local population (N) and phosphorous concentration
(P), respectively. The inter-temporal changes in these two costate variables are governed
by given by Equations (5.3c) and (5.3d), which are simply diﬀerences between the marginal
beneﬁt and cost for the state variables (N and P). Both equations show that ceteris
paribus, as the relative time scales becomes more divergent (² #), changes in
the slow variable will become less important when people are adjusting their
valuation over time. This also justiﬁes the usual practice that when people are adjusting
their evaluations over time, they tend to neglect the eﬀect of very slow changes. But this is
no justiﬁcation for the complete neglect of slow changes in all scenarios, as will be explained
below.
When the ecological subsystem and economic subsystem are interacting, any
policy that neglects it will be suboptimal, see Equations (5.3c) and (5.3d). Take ¸1,
the shadow price for population, as an example. Under the current setting, local population
pollutes the lake. Valuation of local population should reﬂect this side eﬀect, so will the
optimal policy. This impact is embodied in the third term on the right hand side of Equation
(5.3c). When there is nonlinearity in the ecology, where ecologists worry about catastrophic
events, the concern should also be incorporated in the shadow price for local population.
Essentially, such a nonlinearity means that under certain conditions, a small change in local
population (N) can lead to dramatic changes in ecological condition (@G=@N is large). In
an another scenario, the nonlinearity may arise from threshold eﬀect in P. That is, when
P exceeds the threshold, ecological system will undergone dramatic changes either due to
regime shifts or slowly-reversible changes. This will result in dramatic change in the shadow
price for phosphorous (¸2) and then transmitted to shadow price for local population (¸1).
If such events occur, the optimal policy should adjust accordingly.
25Even though the above-mentioned scenarios are among the most interesting/important
cases, the optimal policy responses are still unclear based on the ﬁrst order conditions.
Essentially, these ﬁrst order conditions only spell out the optimality conditions in a small
neighborhood of the optimal policy within the policy space. Because the nonlinearity
incorporated in the model prohibits analytical solution, these ﬁrst order conditions are
insuﬃcient to answer questions like: when and how shall we adopt/adjust policy when the
coupled system is close to a threshold or when we are close to the point where slowly-
reversible changes can occur. Nor can they provide adequate policy guidance after the
system has received a shock under above-mentioned scenarios. Divergent time scale will
exacerbate the problem, because it is very likely that after a short time delay in policy
response, the system may have evolved far away from the optimal path, which invalidates
the applicability of these ﬁrst order conditions all together. All these scenarios share one
property in common: the system may stay far away from the desirable equilibrium for a
fairly long period of time, if not forever.
In order to investigate these interesting and important scenarios, numerical techniques
are applied to these representative cases. Based on the belief that all existing coupled
systems with divergent time scales have existed for quite a long time, it is unlikely for us
to observe initial conditions far oﬀ the slow manifold. Since in reality economic and/or
ecological shocks may occur, small deviations from the slow manifold is not uncommon. As
a result, all of the following cases use initial conditions are close to the slow manifold if not
right on it.















F(N;P;v1) = A0N ¡ A1N2 ¡ A2P ¡ ¯ U + ®3v1; (5.4c)






Upol(N;P) is speciﬁed so that policy maker prefers larger local economy and better eco-
logical conditions. But his response to ecological changes shares the property of logistic
function: when ecological condition is good (P small), policy maker has a relatively high
utility payoﬀ; as ecological condition deteriorates (P increases), the utility of policy maker is
not signiﬁcantly aﬀected initially; only when ecological condition has severely deteriorated
(P exceed 4 and the lake is transforming into eutrophic state) will the policy maker suﬀer
a signiﬁcant utility loss. This assumption reﬂects the reality that policy makers are more
responsive to ecological changes after catastrophic events has occurred or when the danger
is imminent. Function F(N;P;v1) is assumed to be linear in v1. This formulation can be
viewed as a ﬁrst order approximation of more general forms of F(N;P;v1). G(N;P;v2) is
treated the same way.
Because the ﬁnal state of the system (when t = 1) has no salvage value for policy
makers, except for the initial intervention that may be necessary to drive the system across
separatrix or to prevent slowly-reversible changes, the policy intervention is expected to
be small in magnitude. As intervention level decreases, the instantaneous cost C(v1; v2)
also decreases. On the other hand, the desirable equilibrium at point A is associated with
a medium level of population and a fairly good ecological condition. This will provide
26positive utility to policy maker. Assume that the system is approaching point A, because
migration is a slow process, as time proceeds, the instantaneous utility for policy maker
Upol(N;P) will not decrease as rapidly as the instantaneous cost function C(v1; v2). This
diﬀerence between the instantaneous cost and beneﬁt will accumulate in the aggregate cost
(
R 1
0 e¡½tC(v1; v2)dt) and aggregate beneﬁt (
R 1
0 e¡½tUpol(N;P)dt) over time. Because the
optimization horizon is T = 1, the diﬀerence in total cost and beneﬁt can be large. This
issue is handled by the assumption that ®1 = 0:001. This parameter value also helps to
illustrate all three representative scenarios in one parameter settings of the model. The
results in this paper does not depend crucially on this parameter value. For simplicity, I
assume that ®2 = 0:5, ®3 = 1 and ®4 = 1.
Substitute the function forms in Equations (5.4) into optimization problem (5.1). In
order to simplify the discussion, notations for constant coeﬃcients in front of state variables
are changed. All the coeﬃcients in ˙ N equation are labelled as µ’s and those in ˙ P equation
are labelled as ±’s. The Hamiltonian now becomes:

















The necessary conditions are:
@H
@v1
= ¡e¡½tv1 + ¸1² = 0 (5.8a)
@H
@v2
= ¡e¡½tv2 ¡ ¸2 = 0 (5.8b)



















˙ N = ²
·
µ1 + µ2N + µ3N2 + µ4P + v1
¸
(5.8e)






N(t) ¸ 0; P(t) ¸ 0 (5.8g)








27The ﬁrst order conditions along with the initial and transversality conditions formulates
a boundary value problem. This boundary value problem has mixed boundary conditions,
with initial conditions speciﬁed for state variables N and P and ending conditions for
costate variables ¸1 and ¸2. The problem is solved with boundary value problem solver
bvp4c.m in Matlab.
The ﬁrst conclusion from policy analysis is that optimal policy will increase
the resilience of the desirable equilibrium even when resilience is not considered
in policy analysis. Following Holling [24], resilience is deﬁned as the size of the basin of
attraction in which the system resides. In current model with no policy intervention, we
have three ﬁxed points (A, B and C), as shown in Figure 3. As explained earlier, equilibrium
A is more preferable than both B and C. Therefore, a policy that can successfully shift the
system from the domain of attraction of B or C 10 to that of A will generate a positive gain
in utility so long as ² 6= 0. Imagine that the dynamic system lies right on the separatrix,
an instantaneous and inﬁnitely small push in the right direction can push the system into
the domain of attraction of A. While there is a positive gain in utility, the cost is inﬁnitely
small. Therefore, optimal policy will at least extend the domain of attraction of A to include
the separatrix. Therefore, a purely utility driven policy can increase the resilience of the
desirable equilibrium. Following the same argument, when the initial state of the system
reside on the left side of the separatrix but is inﬁnitely close to it, policy intervention will
also be welfare improving. As we move further away from the separatrix into the domain of
attraction of ﬁxed point B, the cost of intervention will increase. There will be a maximum
distance from separatrix that policy intervention to cause the regime shift is beneﬁcial.
Numerical simulations show that this maximum distance depends crucially on the relative
time scale. When the divergence in time scale increases (time-scale coeﬃcient ² decreases
from 0.08 to 0.06), the maximum beneﬁcial extension (as measured by horizontal distance
to separatrix) can change by 15-40%.11 In conclusion, purely utility driven optimal policy
will increase the resilience for the desirable equilibrium in the N-P space.
Optimal policy in three typical scenarios are studied. In all these three scenarios, as
the relative time-scale becomes more divergent (² #), the initial policy interven-
tion (both v1 and v2) becomes smaller in magnitude and longer in lasting period.
The ﬁrst scenario is where the initial condition lies deep in the domain of attraction of the
desirable ﬁxed point A. In this scenario, initial condition is set to (4, 2.32). The optimal
policy (v1 and v2) is plotted on the ﬁrst row of Figure 8. The second scenario is where the
initial condition is on the left side of the separatrix, so that without policy intervention,
the system will converge to the undesirable equilibrium at point B. In this scenario, initial
condition is set to (2.8, 1.72). The optimal policy is plotted on the second row of Figure 8.
The third one is where slowly-reversible changes will occur if there is no policy intervention.
In this scenario, initial condition is set to (6.5, 3.75). The optimal policy is plotted on the
third row. In each of these three scenarios, the coeﬃcient controlling the relative time-scale
(²) is changed from 0.04 to 0.08 and then to 0.16. The corresponding optimal policy is de-
noted as the blue, red and pink lines respectively. As shown in the ﬁgure, as the divergence
in time-scale reduces (² "), the initial policy intervention becomes larger in magnitude and
10The domain of attraction for unstable ﬁxed point C is simply the separatrix.
11Because separatrix is a curve in N-P space, the curve that demarcate the maximum beneﬁcial intervention
(call it maximum extension curve) will also be a curve in N-P space. As divergence in time scale varies, this
maximum extension curve will not change uniformly. Thus the distance to separatrix may vary along this extension
curve.
28shorter in lasting period. This result reﬂects the fact that implementation cost depends on
the relative time scale. Ceteris paribus, as the relative time scale becomes less divergent
(² "), with the same initial condition and policy, the system can achieve any state in N-P
space in less time. Therefore, it is unnecessary for the policy to last for the same period of
time. At the same time, because the cost of policy intervention has been reduced, a more
active intervention in the initial period is aﬀordable. This active intervention in the initial
period will make it unnecessary to maintain the same level of intervention later. As a result,
the level of intervention in later period will decrease. The period of active intervention is
reduced further. This change in the magnitude and lasting-period of intervention highlights
the substitution between these two aspects of policy intervention.























































Figure 8: Impact of Relative Time-Scale on Optimal Policy.
The net gain from policy intervention is highly sensitive to the changes in
relative time scale (²). Table 1 lists the diﬀerence in utility with and without policy
29Table 1: Net Utility Gain and Divergence in Time Scale
(N0 , P0) ² = 0:04 ² = 0:08 ² = 0:16
Scenario I (4:0 , 2:32) 0.8% 1.4% 1.5%
Scenario II (2:8 , 1:72) 4.8% 26.2% 80.0%
Scenario III (6:5 , 3:75) 1.8% 6.1% 67.4%
intervention. In the ﬁrst scenario, when divergence in time scale is set at ² = 0:04, optimal
policy intervention generates 0.8% utility gain as compared to the case with no policy
intervention. When the relative time scale changes from 0.04 to 0.08, policy intervention
can generate 1.4% increase in utility. The relative gain has almost doubled as compared
with the case when ² = 0:04. The result is more sensitive in the second and third scenarios.
In the second scenario, when ² = 0:04, the net gain is 4.8%, but when ² doubles, the net
gain increases to 26.2% This large gain utility is due to the fact that optimal policy has
change ﬁnal state of the system from the undesirable state (point B) to the desirable state
(point A). When ² increase further to 0.16, the net gain increase to 80.0%. This is mainly
due to the fact that the system reaches the good state (A) in much shorter period. The
third scenario is the case where ecology suﬀers from a slowly-reversible change when there
is no policy intervention. When ² increase from 0.04 to 0.08, because the system recovers
faster, the net gain increase from 1.8% to 6.1%. When ² increase further 0.16, the net gain
increase more dramatically, this is because at this speciﬁcation of relative time scale, it is
optimal to eliminate the slowly-reversible change altogether.
The third scenario gives rise to multiple local solutions. As shown in Figure 9, both sola
and solb are local optimal solutions. Results show that diﬀerent speciﬁcation of relative time
scale can lead to diﬀerent preference among these policy candidates. This result is closely
related to the concept of Skiba point. According to Skiba [39] and Brock and Starrett [4],
Skiba point is the dividing point where on one side sola is the global optimal solution and
on the other side solb is global optimal. Simulations show that changes in relative time scale
can transform a non-Skiba point into a Skiba point. When ² = 0:04, sola gives a highest
utility than solb and is global optimal. When ² = 0:08, the utility diﬀerence between sola
and solb narrows, but sola still dominates. When ² = 0:16, solb gives higher utility than
sola and becomes global optimal. Detailed simulations show that for an ² in the range of
[0.08, 0.09], the initial condition (N0;P0) = (6:5;3:75) becomes Skiba point.
In this third scenario, the fundamental problem lies in the excessive population in the
region. The ecological pressure exerted by human activities is beyond the carrying capacity
of the ecological system and an ecological catastrophe is in place. In order to prevent the
catastrophe, policy maker has to implement a policy that will eventually reduce human pop-
ulation and local pollution. Intuitively, there are two ways to achieve this goal. One choice
of policy involves active intervention to prevent the catastrophic ecological degradation al-
together. solb in Figure 9 is such a policy. Expenditure of this policy intervention mainly
concentrate in the initial period. Another choice of policy is to intervene less actively. The
aim of intervention is not to prevent the initial catastrophic event, but to accelerate the
recovery process. sola is such a policy. Even though the level of initial intervention in sola is
not as high as in solb, the intervention in sola will last for longer time. As a result, the total
expenditure of policy sola is more evenly spread over time than solb. Which of these two
policies gives higher utility depends on the relative time scale in the model. Since excessive
local population is the essence of problem in this third scenario, when relative time scale is
30less divergernt (² is suﬃciently large), solb becomes less costly. Because the essence of solb is
that it tries to reduce population in order to prevent the immediate ecological degradation,
when ² is large, the cost of this policy become small. When ² is large enough, it would be
more desirable to implement this policy and prevent the immediate catastrophic event and
the slow recovery that follows. When the relative time scale becomes more divergent (² #),
The cost of this intervention will increase because population now changes more slowly.
When the the relative time scale is divergent enough, the cost of solb can become too high
that completely eliminating the ecological catastrophe is too costly. As a result, a moder-
ate intervention aiming at the acceleration of the recovery process (sola) can become more
beneﬁcial. This economic motivation is the underlying reason that changes in relative time
scale can transform a non-Skiba point into Skiba point.





















Figure 9: Multiple Local Solutions
316 Conclusion
This paper establishes a coupled human-ecological model where the slow-varying migration
process is interacting with a fast-varying nutrient dynamics in lake ecology. The multiple
equilibria built into the model can generate regime shifts that can lead to the collapse of local
economy. Optimal management of such a coupled system with multiple equilibria is studied
and the dynamic solution is derived. The fast-slow dynamics build in the model creates
multiple time scales that give rise to slowly-reversible changes. The impact of relative time
scale on the dynamical system with and without policy intervention is analyzed. The result
shows that:
1) Relative time scale is important for the description of system dynamics. The fast-
slow dynamics in the model can give rise to catastrophic ecological degradation that is
slowly reversible. Mis-speciﬁcation of relative time scale can change the stability of the
ﬁxed point and shift the location of separatrix. These changes can fundamentally change
our understanding of the resilience of the system.
2) Simpliﬁcation of relative time scale has to be conducted careful. Simplifying the slow
process as a constant can give an approximation for the original system only in the short
run. The length of this initial period depends on the relative time scale in the original
system. On the other hand, treating the fast process as an instantaneous process can give
the right location of equilibrium. But the simpliﬁed model can lead to incorrect prediction
about both the short- and long-run dynamics. Policy analysis based on these simplifying
assumptions can lead to either excessive or inadequate policy intervention when the system
receives an exogenous shock and faces the danger of regime shifts.
3) Relative time scale is an important factor in policy analysis. It has signiﬁcant impact
on the net gains from policy intervention. Moreover, as the relative time scale becomes
more divergent, intervention in optimal policy becomes smaller in magnitude and longer in
lasting period. When policy maker is confronted with multiple policy alternatives, diﬀerent
speciﬁcation of the relative time scale can lead to diﬀerent choice of policy. It can also
transform non-Skiba point into Skiba point.
4) The analysis also shows that even when resilience does not show up in optimization
problem for policy makers, optimal policy will increase the resilience of the most desirable
equilibria.
The analysis in this paper shows that relative time scale is a crucial element in models
of coupled human-ecological systems. Future work can proceed along two lines. One is
ﬁnding empirical evidence to support the analysis here. The major concern is that the slow
process varies so slowly and its data typically are collected so infrequently, that the current
available data may not be suﬃcient for empirical studies. The second is further exploration
of multiple time scales. In this model, there are essentially two time scales. In case of three
distinct time scales, more interesting result may come out of the analysis.12 One case would
be that the policy intervention may have its own time scale, because all policy maker have
ﬁnite service period and because choice and implementation of policy all takes time.
12Irwin, Jayaprakash and Chen [26] have brieﬂy touched upon the issue.
32A Parameter Values
The parameter speciﬁcations in baseline model is:
a b ra u A1 A2
0.75 0.67 1.2 0.45 0.02 0.26
L0 L1 s ¾1 ¾2 Pc
0.14 0.06 0.14 0.5 8 5
² ½ ®1 ®2 ®3 ®4
0.1 0.01 0.001 0.5 1 1
33B Derivation of the Simpliﬁcation Error
B.1 Second Order Errors
We have a dynamic system governed by
(A)
(
˙ N = f1 (N(t);P(t))
˙ P = f2 (N(t);P(t))
(B.1)
Note that I have omitted ² in ˙ N equation for simplicity. Because ² is a constant, all the
results derived in this appendix holds when we substitute f1 with ²f1. This gives the
formula in the paper.
With simpliﬁcation assumption that N can be treated as constant because it is changing
slowly, we have a new system governed by
(B)
(
˙ N = 0
˙ P = f2 (N(t0);P(t))
(B.2)
Let the initial condition be N0 and P0 at time t0 for both systems. Denote P(t) and N(t)
as the correct solution; P(t) and N(t) as the solution when N is treated as constant. We
want to determine the scale of ∆t such that
¯
¯P(t0 + ∆t) ¡ P(t0 + ∆t)
¯
¯ · ´.
It can be rewritten as:
P(t0 + ∆t) ¡ P(t0 + ∆t) =
£




P(t0 + ∆t) ¡ ˆ P(t0 + ∆t)
¤
+
£ ˆ P(t0 + ∆t) ¡ ˆ P(t0 + ∆t)
¤
(B.3)
where ”^” stands for an approximation.
In general, a ordinary diﬀerential equation system,
˙ X = F(X)
can be integrated as




The integral can be approximate by




where X(0) = ˆ X(t0), ˆ X(j) = ˆ X(t0 + j ∆s), and ˆ X(k) = X(t0 + ∆t).
According to Atkinson (1989) (page 346 theorem 6.3), the error of this approximation
is approximately o(∆2s). This proves that the error introduced by the ﬁrst two terms in
eq (B.3) are of the magnitude o(∆2s). Now, let’s focus on the third term. Intuitively, as
34time evolves, we expect that the error introduced by the simpliﬁcation should accumulate
and this accumulation should be present in this third term. Therefore, we should expect
that this third term in general will not be mitigated by reducing the size of ∆s.
Apply the same approximation to P(t) and P(t), we have the iterative formula:
(A)
(
ˆ Nk¡j = ˆ Nk¡j¡1 + f1( ˆ Nk¡j¡1; ˆ Pk¡j¡1)∆s
ˆ Pk¡j = ˆ Pk¡j¡1 + f2( ˆ Nk¡j¡1; ˆ Pk¡j¡1)∆s
(B.4a)
(B) ˆ Pk¡j = ˆ Pk¡j¡1 + f2(N0; ˆ Pk¡j¡1)∆s (B.4b)
Assume f1(N(¿); P(¿)); f2(N(¿); P(¿)) 2 C3 for ¿ 2 [t0; t0 + ∆t] and ∆s is small enough
that Taylor series expansion is applicable. We can then expand eq (B.4a) around
³
ˆ Nk¡j¡2; ˆ Pk¡j¡2
´
.
Apply the iterative formula again and then expand around
³
ˆ Nk¡j¡3; ˆ Pk¡j¡3
´
and so on,
until we get to
³
ˆ N0; ˆ P0
´
. If we keep track only of the second order terms, we have

























But because the higher order terms does not vanish except for very special function forms,
the above formula can be regarded as an approximate estimate of the lower bound for the
error and thus an approximate upper bound for ∆t in question.
35B.2 Third Order Simpliﬁcation Errors
In this process, we only keep track of the third order terms. Let’s assume the following
formula is correct to the third order.
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@f2
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( ˆ Nk¡j; ˆ Pk¡j)
¸
f2( ˆ Nk¡j; ˆ Pk¡j)
)
36Substitute in the iterative formula eq(B.4a). Expand around ( ˆ Nk¡j¡1; ˆ Pk¡j¡1) and keep
the third order terms. We have
ˆ Pk = ˆ Pk¡j¡1 + (j + 1)f2( ˆ Nk¡j¡1; ˆ Pk¡j¡1)∆s
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( ˆ Nk¡j¡1; ˆ Pk¡j¡1)
¸
¢
¢ f2( ˆ Nk¡j¡1; ˆ Pk¡j¡1)
)
The coeﬃcients in the above formula is determined through induction. The process is
summarized in the following table.
37Table 2: Derivation of coeﬃcients in ˆ Pj
Expansion of ˆ Pk j = j + 1 n1 = n1 + j n2 = n2 + j n3 = n3 + n1
ˆ Pk¡1 1 0 0 0
ˆ Pk¡2 2 1 1 0
ˆ Pk¡3 3 3 1 + 2 1
ˆ Pk¡4 4 6 1 + 2 + 3 1+3
ˆ Pk¡5 5 10 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 1+3+6
ˆ Pk¡j j 1
2(j ¡ 1)j 1
2(j ¡ 1)j 1
6(j ¡ 2)(j ¡ 1)j
ˆ P0 k 1
2(k ¡ 1)k 1
2(k ¡ 1)k 1
6(k ¡ 2)(k ¡ 1)k
Therefore,
















































































For the simpliﬁed system, the above formula is also applicable. We only need to assume:
f1(¢;¢) ´ 0 and Nt = N0. This also implies that the error will include those terms involving
f1:






















































Note that the third order error does not vanish even without nonlinearity. This is due to the
accumulation of error in the the approximation procedure. However, error of nonlinearity
only comes to play from the third order terms.
As the third order term does not vanish, neither does the other higher order terms, the
second order error can be regarded as a lower bound of the error in general. 13 In other
words, it imposes an upper bound for the length of the initial period that the simpliﬁcation
13Theoretically, there is the possibility that the errors can oﬀset each other. In reality, however, I believe it is
very unlikely and therefore regard the second order term as an approximate lower bound.
38can be used as an approximate. Denote this upper bound as ∆t and let ∆t = k∆s, we
have
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